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NEWSLETTER

The Making of a Maiko

This article was written by Sae Horiguchi, who
trained to be a Maiko (apprentice Geisha) for four
years before she came to study in the UK. In the
article, Sae gives an overview of her life and
training during the four years she was part of this
beautiful and fascinating tradition.
Have you ever seen the Hollywood movie,
“Memoirs of a Geisha”? It depicts the struggle of a
poor young girl, sold to a geisha house, to become
a popular geisha.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Even though I was brought up in Japan I did not
know what a geisha was until I watched this film,
and was immediately fascinated by the beautiful
costumes and the geisha way of life. Here I would
like to share my four-year-long experience of living
as a maiko, which is what apprentice geisha are
called.
I believe people these days do not think of geisha
as professional “courtesans”, but you might still
wonder what they do.
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Geisha are professional entertainers who visit
guests at Ochaya (tea houses) or Ryotei (highclass Japanese restaurants) and entertain them by
performing, engaging in witty conversation, and
playing drinking games. In Japan, it is a very
common and old tradition to negotiate a business
deal or to regale clients over alcohol; geisha are
believed to be the professionals who help smooth
communication between guests.

Since an okiya takes care of living and tuition costs
until the apprentice becomes a geisha, the owner
needs to be sure a girl has the aptitude, can
tolerate the training, and be popular and earn
enough money to pay for her training.
Once a girl is accepted, she starts living in the okiya
and her training begins. This term of training
(called shikomi) lasts 3 months to a year. She has
to attend lessons in arts such as dancing, tea
ceremony, shamisen playing and singing. Some
trainees also study English, as I did.
Even after girls debut as maiko, and after they
become a geisha, they need to hone their skills
until the day they leave. Maiko are given lessons in
beauty and good-manners; for example, I was told
to speak in a higher and slower tone to appear
younger and cuter. They also do chores, as well as
helping senior geisha.

To become a Geisha, a girl needs to go through
several steps. First, she needs to find an okiya
(geisha house) to accept her. Owners of okiya
often terrify girls at interview by telling them that
training and rules in the geisha world are very
strict.

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

After completing her shikomi-training, a girl will
debut as maiko. Maiko are defined as apprentices
but they entertain guests as professionals, like
geisha. Maiko play the role of a maiden in ozashiki
(traditional entertainment for an exclusive party).
They are expected to act as if they do not know
about anything except the arts, so guests can talk
with full confidence and in a good mood; it is
believed Japanese men prefer girls who always
agree with them, rather than girls who are good at
discussion.
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Since a maiko is a symbol of a young lady, guests
usually treat maiko gently; they do not force them
to drink or sexually harass them but instead spoil
maiko by taking them to restaurants or theme
parks, as paid ozashiki. Once I was given a one day
and night trip to Tokyo Disneyland with another
maiko!!!

It is said that the number of geisha has been
decreasing, but there are still more than 20 active
working geisha there. In Gifu geisha have a special
tradition called funa-asobi (entertainment on a
boat) in which participants are entertained by
geisha and/or maiko, before observing cormorant
fishing (known as Ukai). This tradition began in the
Meiji period (1868-1912) and still continues today.

Maiko training lasts for about 5 years until around
the age 20, after which they are seen as being
ready to become a geisha. Some maiko then choose
to leave the geisha world, since most contracts
between maiko and okiya end at this time. Of those
that continue, a few years after they become a
geisha they are allowed to leave their okiya. Fullyfledged geisha will manage their income and
schedule by themselves, as their okiya once did.
Formerly geisha were paid more per hour than
maiko, but now they are paid equally.
You can tell the difference between a maiko and a
geisha from their appearance. Firstly, Maiko hair is
natural, while geisha wear wigs. Once a maiko sets
her hair, she will keep the style for a week to 10
days; to maintain the style, she has to sleep on an
uncomfortable wooden box-shaped pillow. Only
Maiko wear large decorative hairpins known as
kanzashi; these have seasonal themes, for example
in April maiko wear sakura (cherry blossom)
kanzashi. Secondly, maiko wear colourfully
patterned kimono with long sleeves that almost
reach the ankles, and wear a wide obi that also
hangs down close to the ankles. Geisha wear
kimono with shorter sleeves and thinner and
shorter obi.
Geisha and maiko originate from Kyoto in the Edo
era (1603-1868) although today, they can be found
in other places such as Tokyo, Kanazawa, Nagoya,
and Fukuoka. I was a maiko for four years (from the
age of 18) in Gifu, which is situated between Tokyo
and Osaka; the history of the profession in Gifu
dating back 300 years.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

I am often asked why I became a maiko. One of the
reasons was to communicate with guests who
work in wide variety of areas; when I graduated
from high school I had no idea what I wanted to
study, and I thought I would find my vocation
through interaction with guests. This worked well;
by talking to CEOs I found I wanted to know more
about company management, and the experience
brought me to UK to study accounting and
management.
Article by Sae Horiguchi; all photos are of Sae
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Annual General Meeting/ Talk by Helena Gaudekova
Klementina Kalasova (1851 to 1889) was a beautiful
opera singer who travelled extensively and received
many gifts from admirers. She donated decorated
Prior to our Annual General Meeting Helena
Hagoita rackets (used for racket games in Japan,
Gaudekova, formerly curator at the National
Museum in Prague, gave a fascinating talk about the they also have religious significance);
many Japanese toys kept at the National Museum
Johana Fockeova (1859 to 1881), the wife of
and the people who collected them.
German Consul Heinrich Focke, who travelled with
Talk: “Playing All Day Long, Japanese Toys
Rediscovered”

Helena explained the Museum had 25,000 Japanese
objects, of which little was known until she and a
fellow curator began exhaustively researching them.
During their research, which included consulting
Japanese experts, they found 1,500 items that they
classified as toys and a selection of these toys
formed the basis of Helena’s talk.

him and donated 19 toys to the collection. These
included extremely rare Hina dougu, beautifully
decorated and constructed items of dolls-house
furniture given to women upon marriage;

Mitsuko Aoyama, Countess of Coundenhove-Kalergi
(1874 to 1941) was a remarkable Japanese woman
who married an Austrian diplomat, although she
had to convert to Catholicism in order to do so. She
returned with her husband to Europe (one of the
first Japanese women to leave Japan) studying
European history, language and culture in her new
home. After the death of her husband Mitsuko
continued her studies and brought up and educated
the five children she had with him. She donated two
Helena first gave an account of the colourful
Ouchi Ningyo dolls to the Museum, dolls which
individuals who collected and subsequently donated
symbolise marital happiness;
toys to the National Museum. These included:
Barbara Marketa Eliasova (1874 to 1957) was an
Frantisek Ladislav Rieger (1818 to 1903), leader of
orphan and maid who learned several languages.
the Czech Liberals, who donated a Hina Ningyo
Despite her difficult circumstances Barbara saved
(girl’s festival doll) a highly ornamental doll intended
enough money to go to Japan where she remained
for adults rather than children;
for ten years, working for the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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When Barbara returned home she was the Czech
lands’ pre-eminent female authority on Japanese
culture, and contributed a number of toys including
a miniature house and pagoda to the National
Museum;

Annual General Meeting
Following Helena’s talk, Japan Society North West
held its Annual General Meeting, during which
Committee members presented annual reports
about the Society.

Joe Hloucha (1881 to 1957) was the Czech lands’
foremost male expert on Japan and its culture. Joe
was an educated man who visited Japan twice where
he bought numerous items, contributing many to
the National Museum upon returning to Prague.
These included extremely rare and beautifully
decorated paper and textile toys, and Kobe Ningyo
(small automaton dolls).

Chairman Rob Bierman stated JSNW had seen a
successful year of well-attended and organised
events, our next major showcase event being
Liverpool Japan Day in August. He asked members
for thoughts about future events and asked if any
were interested in joining the committee. He
thanked the committee for their work over the last
year and those who attended our events.
Vice Chair Yuko Howes explained she is the
participant co-ordinator for Japan Day. She said we
had been able to secure sponsorship from the
Sasakawa Foundation and the Japan Society London,
and added the Japanese Embassy had recently
confirmed they will also be giving us very generous
support.

Events Co-ordinator Nigel Cordon showed photos of
various JSNW events from the last twelve months
including our Kyaraben workshop, Koto
performance, talks, the film “Kamikaze Girls” and
In the second part of her talk, Helena went on to
the “Discover Japan” mini-festival that we staged in
look at different categories of Japanese toys,
conjunction with Liverpool World Museum. Among
including: Hina Matsuri dolls (ranging from lavishly
future events Nigel is hoping JSNW will be able to
decorated and constructed to home-made); Boys
show Kabuki films, and next year we will be hosting
Festival toys; Bunraku theatre (puppet theatre
enjoyed by adults) inspired toys; Kokeshi dolls; Sumo a shinnenkai instead of a bounenkai.
toys; good luck charms/ souvenirs; kites; lavishly
Membership Secretary Kevin Howes reported that
decorated paper hats; and finally toys meant for
35% of members now subscribe via Paypal, a form
play, often representing people, which were made
of payment that is steadily increasing. JSNW has
of papier-mache, textiles and paper.
144 members in total (as compared to 150 last
year), although numbers have been stable around
As can be seen from the types and uses to which
“toys” were put in Japan they were often beautifully this figure for a number of years. We would like, if
made and aimed at adults rather than children, had possible, more members to come to events. The
Committee was asked about the benefits of Paypal,
ritual, religious and cultural meanings and were
and if an explanation could be included in a future
usually not intended for play in the Western sense.
newsletter.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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JSNW Event: Discover Japan

Treasurer Paul Regan distributed our financial
statement for the year ending March 31st 2016,
apologising that the accounts have not been audited
yet but that they would be independently audited as
soon as possible. Overall our financial position is
healthy and there was a surplus of £473.25 over the
year leaving our balance, as of 31st March, at
£6,915.32. Members provisionally accepted the
accounts subject to future audit.

Kodomo-No-Hi (Children’s Day), held on May 5th, is a
Japanese festival celebrating the health and
happiness of children and their mothers. On May
7th Japan Society North West held a “Discover
Japan” mini-festival at Liverpool World Museum,
with their kind cooperation and assistance, to mark
Kodomo-No-Hi and showcase other aspects of
Japanese culture.

Nominations to the Committee The following nine
nominations to the Committee were received prior
to the AGM: Nigel Cordon, Joyce Ellis, Rob Bierman,
Paul Regan, Tim Evans, Yuko Howes, Kevin Howes,
Joan Horley and Emma Carroll. The Committee was
unanimously approved by the members.

On entering the museum the first activity to greet
visitors was an impressively energetic
demonstration of Ju-Jitsu from the University of
Liverpool Jiu-Jitsu club. This proved popular with
girls in particular, who enthusiastically participated
in some basic Ju-Jitsu moves.

Any Other Business Members voted the Society
should make a donation to the Kumamoto
Earthquake appeal via the Embassy; David Willis
suggested it be left to the committee to decide the
amount. Mark Kuramoto-Headey thanked the
committee for their hard work during the year and
as there was no other business our Chairman Rob
Bierman thanked members for attending and closed
the meeting at 4.30pm.
The New Committee Following the AGM new roles
were voted by the Committee, which is now as
follows:
Nigel Cordon, Chairman and Events Coordinator;
Yuko Howes, Vice Chair;
Paul Regan, Treasurer;
Kevin Howes, Membership Secretary;
Joan Horley, Secretary;
Tim Evans, Newsletter Editor;
Joyce Ellis;
Rob Bierman;
Emma Carroll.
Article Tim Evans, photos Kevin Howes

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Upstairs in the Western Discovery Centre were a
number of activities aimed at children. The room
was decorated with a wonderful array of traditional
Japanese garments, pictures, ornaments and other
items loaned by Committee members Joyce Ellis and
Joan Horley. On one table children were colouring in
traditional theatrical masks and on another, mangainspired robots. On a third table Nigel and Gail
Cordon showed children how to fold a variety of fun
origami shapes, which they could then take home.
Children also had the opportunity to construct a
sponge robot using chopsticks- receiving certificates
for their efforts- as well as the chance to take as
many peanuts out of a bowl as possible against the
clock, also using chopsticks.
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These activities were guided by volunteers Corrina,
Dot and Tomoko, who kindly helped us on the day.
But that wasn’t all; children could also have their
names written in traditional Japanese calligraphic
script- skilfully written by Yuko Howes- and in the
Treasure House Theatre Paul Regan supervised
“Karuta”, a Japanese card game, and handed out a
mini “complete-it-yourself” manga cartoon booklet
created by artist Sarah Turner.
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Editor’s Comment
Thank you to all who contributed articles and
photos to this newsletter and in particular to Sae
for her fascinating article about her life as one of
Japan’s great icons, the Maiko. She sent many
beautiful photographs to illustrate the years she
spent following this profession but unfortunately I
couldn’t fit them all in the article, so I have
squeezed another one in here. In this photo Sae is
playing the shamisen-

Among the more adult-oriented activities the everpopular Awa Siren, dressed in a beautiful kimono,
performed both male and female dances of the
“Awa Odori”, during which audience members were
encouraged to sing along.

Throughout the day museum staff dressed in
Samurai armour provided attendees with excellent
photo opportunities. Although the day was quiet to
begin with it soon became very busy and several
hundred people attended, a hugely enjoyable and
successful event for all involved.
I would like to thank the World Museum,
participants and JSNW volunteers for making the
day such fun for everyone. A special thank you is
due to Joyce Ellis’ husband, who provided transport
at the last minute.
Article by Rob Bierman, photos by Kevin Howes

Summer is upon us again, a very hot and humid
season in Japan but also a season of many festivals;
in the UK, well it can mean pretty well anything
weather-wise as we have recently discovered.
If you have any ideas for articles, or know of
someone who might be able to write a good article
for the newsletter please contact me, Tim Evans, at
newsletter@jsnw.org.uk
Have a great summer!!

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Future JSNW Events

Japan Day
Saturday 20th August 2016
10:30am to 5:30pm
Liverpool Guild of Students,
160 Mount Pleasant, Liverpool, L3 5TR

20th August marks the date of JSNW’s great day-long FREE festival of Japanese culture,
this year being held in Liverpool. The programme will be as varied as ever and each time
the festival brings fantastic surprises so please keep an eye on the Japan Day website for
updates- www.japanday.org.uk See you all there!!

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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